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Dear explorers,

Venturing into the heart of the Eternal Jungle, you are stepping into a world beyond
ordinary comprehension, a realm where the boundaries between the possible and impossible
blur, and a place where life forms coexist in harmony, each contributing to the Jungle's
continuous, dynamic cycle of life.

Each creature in the Eternal Jungle, from the Quantum Serpentvine's time-traversing dance
to the Harmonic Tubeflora’s peace-inducing pulses, plays an essential part in the intricate
web of the Jungle's ecosystem. They each offer a unique service, using their superpowers not
just for survival, but also for the betterment of all life forms. Their distinctive characteristics
and behaviors create a complex interplay, manifesting a shared consciousness that binds the
Jungle together, ensuring its growth, prosperity, and balance.

But remember, what we have revealed here merely scratches the surface of the multitude of
creatures inhabiting the Eternal Jungle. Many more fascinating beings await your discovery
and understanding. Each creature, each plant, each molecule in this magnificent jungle holds
a unique story yet to be told.

As you embark on your journey, we invite you to become more than just a mere spectator.
Engage in the breathtaking beauty of the Jungle, observe the unique behaviors of its
inhabitants, and endeavor to understand their underlying interconnectedness. Embrace the
explorer within you, delve into the biological wonders that lie ahead, and contribute to the
taxonomical classification of the Jungle's undiscovered beings.

Whether you are examining the spores of the Spiral Fungillini under a microscope or
contemplating the cosmic messages of the Harmonic Tubeflora’s, remember, each
observation, each encounter, each moment of connection contributes to the understanding of
the Eternal Jungle.

By partaking in this grand adventure, you will help uncover the hidden marvels of the
Eternal Jungle, illuminate the obscured intricacies of its inhabitants, and contribute to the
intricate, ever-growing tapestry of knowledge that binds our universe together.

We wish you a journey of wonder and discovery as you delve into the heart of the Eternal
Jungle. May your experience be filled with awe and curiosity, and may you find in this
journey a profound connection with the marvels of life in its most fantastical forms. Happy
exploring, and welcome to the Eternal Jungle!



Arachnid Miraculum (The Environmentalist)
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, fabric, poly-fill, faux fur 
72" x 84" x 18"  
inquire for purchase/rental options



Arachnid Miraculum (The Environmentalist) 

The Arachnid Miraculum gracefully traverses every surface, its glistening webs capturing the
very essence of restoration and balance in the Eternal Jungle.This majestic creature weaves
tales of rejuvenation, turning any damage from pollution into artful masterpieces of hope. 

Body: These legs are not just long and slender; they possess the extraordinary ability to
change length, telescoping outwards or retracting inwards, allowing the spider to navigate
any surface with unparalleled grace. Its glistening carapace reflects the hues of the jungle,
while its eyes, though numerous, emit a gentle, understanding glow.

Communication: The Arachnid Miraculum communicates using a series of subtle vibrations
it sends through its intricate webs. These vibrations, too faint for most to notice, carry
messages and are understood by creatures attuned to their frequency. Occasionally, it also
uses patterns within its web to convey information or to tell stories of its experiences.

Social Preferences: Miraculums are solitary by nature, preferring to dwell in isolated
locations. They often establish their territories near polluted areas, not as a mark of territory
but as a beacon of hope for a cleaner future. While they are solitary, they harbor no
aggression and often allow smaller creatures to seek refuge within their shimmering webs.

Energy Consumption: The Arachnid Miraculum's primary source of energy is the pollutants
it consumes. As it transmutes pollution, it harnesses the energy within these substances,
converting it into nourishment. Additionally, it occasionally feeds on smaller insects that get
trapped within its web. However, it releases those who find themselves ensnared
unintentionally, showcasing a sense of compassion.

Mating: The Arachnid Miraculum has a unique and mesmerizing mating ritual. When two of
these creatures come together, they intricately braid their expansive legs, creating a union of
harmony and purpose. This act forms a temporary vacuum, a portal from our universe into
another, allowing the pollutants to be transferred. In this distant realm, these pollutants serve
as essential ingredients for creation, ensuring that what harms one universe aids another in a
cosmic balance. 

Superpower: The Miraculum doesn’t merely adapt to its environment—it heals it. This
magnificent creature possesses the awe-inspiring ability to transmute pollutants, particularly
the harmful emissions and toxins birthed from human technologies, into pure, restorative
energy. The more insidious the pollution, the stronger and more radiant its web becomes. 

As you journey deeper, should you encounter a solitary Arachnid Miraculum, approach
gently and offer an outstretched hand. The creature, sensing your curiosity, might extend a
leg to twine briefly with a finger, letting you feel the cosmic pulse of its universe-altering
dance. In this fleeting connection, feel the weight of worlds shifting and the promise of
renewal. 



Verdant GaiaGiraphyte (The Leafy Mouth Birther) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar, concrete, faux fauna 
39 x 31 x 18
inquire for purchase/rental options



Verdant GaiaGiraphyte (The Leafy Mouth Birther)  

Marvel at the Verdant GaiaGiraphyte, a creature whose size is akin to a human child, but
whose significance in the Eternal Jungle is anything but diminutive. Covered in an array of
glass-like protrusions that reflect the verdant canopy above, it exhibits a radiant, light green
aura.

Body: The GaiaGiraphyte boasts a unique elongated neck, stretching out from its body to
culminate in a head structure reminiscent of terrestrial giraffes. Its mouth, a prolific garden,
continuously foams with a cascade of vibrant green leaves and exotic foliage.

Communication: GaiaGiraphytes communicate through an intricate dance of light reflections
off their glass-like protrusions. Their movements, a visual symphony of refracted light, form
a mesmerizing, kinetic language that conveys messages to their fellow creatures in the Eternal
Jungle.

Social Preferences: GaiaGiraphytes are the social butterflies of the Eternal Jungle. Their
serene demeanor, coupled with their vibrant contributions to the environment, make them
beloved members of the community. They engage with other creatures through a rhythmic
dance of light and shadow that is as soothing as it is captivating.

Energy Consumption: The GaiaGiraphyte's diet is quite unique. It consumes the ambient
energy and sunlight absorbed by its glass-like protrusions, transforming these sources into
nutrient-rich greenery. Its multi-tiered set of teeth is specially designed to churn and mulch
this life-infused foam into a myriad of new plant species.

Mating: Mating rituals of the GaiaGiraphyte involve an exchange of energy and life. A
couple will intertwine their necks and share the life-infused foam from their mouths,
simultaneously crafting a cradle of foliage and energy where a new GaiaGiraphyte will
sprout.

Superpower: The GaiaGiraphyte's incredible ability to birth new life forms from its mouth
imbues it with a near-mythic status in the Eternal Jungle. Every leaf, and every sprout it
produces, adds a new stroke of vitality to the ecosystem. It's a living engine of growth and
biodiversity, making the environment ever richer and more diverse.

In essence, as you journey through the Eternal Jungle, be sure to watch for the Verdant
GaiaGiraphyte. This extraordinary being is not only a testament to the symbiotic balance
between life and the environment but also an embodiment of perpetual growth and vitality.
Watch as it gently strews life throughout our lush forest. Feel inspired by its unending
nurturing cycle, a perfect embodiment of nature's bounty. Remember that in this wondrous
place, you too, are invited to join the dance of growth, replenishing, and renewal. The
GaiaGiraphyte is waiting to welcome you into its delicate world of nurturing and
transformation. Open your hearts to the enigmatic stories it whispers in the wind, for they
may well be the most fascinating tales you've ever heard.



Harmonic Tubeflora 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar, fabric, vinyl, poly-fill, faux fur, speaker, mirrors
72" x 24" x 24" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Harmonic Tubeflora

Prepare to encounter the towering Harmonic Tubeflora, a whimsical entity that stands as a
testament to the Eternal Jungle's rich tapestry of life. Resembling a tubular worm yet coated
in a vivid blue hue, this creature fills the jungle air with enchanting melodies, a jovial
testament to its playful nature.

Body: The Harmonic Tubeflora boasts a crown-like structure adorned with purple spikes,
each punctuating a hole surrounded by vibrant orange fuzz. This isn't just an ostentatious
display of beauty; each spike and fuzz cluster is integral to its communication system. The
head constantly vibrates at low frequencies, synchronizing with the musical energies around
it. The body of the Harmonic Tubeflora is a slender, tubular structure that resonates with
melodies of the Eternal Jungle, amplifying and modulating the sounds it captures.

Communication: The Tubeflora's purple spikes act as antennas, capturing and sending
signals. The orange fuzz translates these signals, enabling it to understand and communicate
across the myriad of codes and languages spoken in the jungle. Its primary method of
communication remains music. Every hum, whistle, or chirp conveys a message, emotion, or
intent.

Social Preferences: This creature often gravitates towards areas bustling with diverse sounds,
enjoying the company of musically inclined creatures. However, it also maintains a
harmonious relationship with other entities, serving as a translator in the vast, interconnected
network of the jungle.

Energy Consumption: Photosynthetic by nature, the Harmonic Tubeflora absorbs sunlight
through its body. It's also believed to draw energy from the musical vibrations around it,
converting sonic waves into vital life force.

Mating: Mating for the Tubeflora is a melodic affair. When two of these creatures are ready
to mate, they produce a harmonized duet, intertwining their songs into a complex symphony.
The climax of this musical rendezvous results in the birth of a new song – a tune that heralds
the impending arrival of a new Harmonic Tubeflora sprout.

Superpower: The true magic of the Harmonic Tubeflora lies in its ability to use music as a
form of healing and connection. With its vast knowledge of the jungle's languages, it can craft
a unique melody for every being. These melodies resonate with an individual's spirit, healing
wounds, calming agitated minds, or even forming deep, unspoken bonds between creatures.

Dare to hum a tune or play a rhythm near the Harmonic Tubeflora, dear explorer. In return,
you might just receive a personal song, crafted just for you—a melody that will remain etched
in your memory, a testament to your journey in the Eternal Jungle.



Spiral Fungillini (The Spore Generator)  
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, paper clay, fabric, poly-fill 
42" x 18" x 18" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Spiral Fungillini (The Spore Generator)  

Welcome the Spiral Fungillini, a creature of mesmerizing contrasts. In a delightful nod to its
namesake, this creature boasts an elegant form akin to a towering piece of Cellentani pasta.
Its surface is bedecked with prickly yet tantalizingly juicy spikes, each one a spectrum of
vibrant lime green and intense violet hues. The Fungillini is a sensory delight, urging
creatures to engage with it in a gentle caress. The lightest of touches can prompt it to release
an intoxicating fragrance and a delicate vibration that can soothe even the most troubled of
beings.

Body: The Spiral Fungillini sports a majestic, helical cap that unfurls elegantly towards the
sky. This spiral structure acts as both a solar collector and a medium for dispersing its unique
spores. Its body, while predominantly stem-like, pulses softly with bioluminescence, guiding
travelers during the jungle's darker hours.

Communication: Communicating through a series of bioluminescent flashes, the Fungillini
expresses a wide range of emotions and information. These pulsating hues of green and violet
light create a hypnotic display, carrying messages across the breadth of the Eternal Jungle.

Social Preferences: Spiral Fungillinis are amiable and welcoming, always eager for gentle
interaction with other lifeforms. Their inherent desire to connect physically means they often
cluster in groups, creating stunning helix forests within the Eternal Jungle.

Energy Consumption: The Fungillini obtains its energy by absorbing ambient sunlight and
transforming it into life-sustaining nutrients. Additionally, it draws on the vibrations and
tactile energy generated by the soft touches it receives, converting this kinetic energy into
nourishment.

Mating: In a spectacle that blurs the lines between fungal and floral reproduction, Fungillinis
reproduce by releasing spore-like seeds from their large top spikes during their mating ritual.
These spores, carried by the wind, find their way to fertile grounds, where new Fungillinis
spiral to life.

Superpower: The Spiral Fungillini possesses an uncanny ability to soothe and heal. Its touch-
induced vibrations and intoxicating fragrances carry unique healing properties, capable of
restoring vitality to weary lifeforms and promoting harmony within the ecosystem.

As you navigate the Eternal Jungle, the Spiral Fungillini's rhythmic allure will captivate you.
Its spiraling beauty beckons interaction, revealing a world of bioluminescent displays and
fungal connections. Witness its divine mating dance of spores and embrace the magic of the
Eternal Jungle, where you become one with the dance of existence. The Spiral Fungillini
invites you to contemplate the interwoven matrix of existence and marvel at the complexity
and elegance of life. Remember, in the Eternal Jungle, you are more than a spectator—you
are an active participant in the symphony of life.



Binaural Lignophone  (The Gentle Giant)
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, latex, gypsum, mortar, concrete, fabric, poly-fill, felt, gems, faux fur,
faux hair, mirrors, 71" x 30" x 20"  
not for sale



Approach the Binaural Lignophone with a song in your heart, dear explorer. Should you be
in distress or simply wish to communicate, this guardian of the jungle will listen. Observe its
blue strands; they might just dance in rhythm to your heart's desires, ensuring that unity and
coherence remain your faithful companions on this journey.

Binaural Lignophone (The Gentle Giant) 

In the depths of the ethereal jungle, where the hum of life resonates with ancient melodies,
there emerges a creature of unparalleled sonic beauty: the Binaural Lignophone. This entity is
not just heard, but deeply felt, intertwining with the very heartbeat of the jungle. For
explorers who seek not just sights, but sounds that transcend earthly experiences, the
Binaural Lignophone offers an auditory embrace like no other.

Body:  The top of the Lignophone appears as a tree trunk that beautifully expands into a
trumpet-like opening. Surrounding this, elegant blue strands of hair cascade from near the
apex. Styled in a well-groomed bob cut, the strands not only accentuate its majestic
appearance but serve a higher purpose in maintaining the coherence of the jungle. The body
resembles a sturdy trunk that tapers into another trumpet-like opening at the base. This
lower opening is accentuated with a fuzzy spot at its center and is speckled with tiny mirror
reflectors.

Communication: This creature is naturally attuned to the voices of the jungle. It captures and
amplifies these voices, creating harmonious melodies that echo throughout the forest. The
top trumpet acts as a speaker, broadcasting the sounds, while the lower one listens intently,
especially for cries of help.

Social Preferences: The Binaural Lignophone prefers the company of creatures that
appreciate its role as the guardian of jungle harmony. It remains stationary for the most part,
but its influence is felt across vast distances.

Energy Consumption: It feeds on the sonic energies of the jungle, converting ambient noises
and voices into sustenance. Sunlight, too, plays a role, providing the creature with
photosynthetic nutrients.

Mating: When two Lignophones are ready to mate, they produce a series of deep, resonant
calls and responses. The echoing duets are a spectacle, with the surrounding jungle falling
silent in reverence. The result of their union is a series of small reflective pods, which, over
time, grow into full Lignophone.

Superpower: The Lignophone’s ability to hear cries for help and alert the intergalactic root
system is truly remarkable. But the blue strands of hair add another dimension to its abilities.
As they sway and dance with the wind, they continuously measure the atmospheric levels of
unity in the jungle. They are the first to sense any wave of de-coherence, ensuring the balance
and harmony of the jungle remain undisturbed.



Pheromonal Oxyflora (The Scented Flower) 
Latex, acrylic, mortar, fabric, poly-fill, faux fur, faux fauna, disco light 
41" x 39" x 12" 
not for sale



Pheromonal Oxyflora (The Scented Flower) 

Introducing the Pheromonal Oxyflora, a captivating flora that encapsulated a broken shard
of the Binaural Lignophone. Its enchanting scents weave a tapestry of emotions in the
Eternal Jungle, effortlessly binding lifeforms in a harmonious dance of interconnectedness.

Body: Rising from the jungle's heart, the Oxyflora unfurls its grand bloom, as large as a child
and bewitching in its splendor. Even in the stillness, its vibrant petals perform a gentle dance,
seemingly animated by the inner iridescent glow that pulses from its core. Beneath this
spectacle, a robust stem stands, the result of the Oxyflora embracing and transforming a
broken shard from the Binaural Lignophone. This fusion of relic and bloom lends the
Oxyflora its stately presence, an embodiment of the wondrous alchemy when ancient
fragments entwine with nature's miracles. From its base extends a luminescent tail, a radiant
ribbon that shimmers and weaves as if spun from dreams and cosmic dust.

Communication: The Pheromonal Oxyflora communicates more with emotion than with
sound. Its glowing tail twirls and flickers in rhythmic patterns, conveying its feelings, mood,
and intentions to those who have learned its silent language.

Social Preferences: Preferring the sunlit clearings and moonlit glades, the Oxyflora's radiant
tail is its beacon, attracting creatures from near and far. They gather, not just to witness its
beauty, but to experience the heartwarming embrace of its pheromonal magic.

Energy Consumption: Mainly drawing energy from the sun, the Oxyflora is a photosynthetic
marvel. The sunlight not only sustains it but charges its glow, powering the hypnotic dance of
its light tail.

Mating: As the day turns to dusk, the Oxyflora's mating dance begins. Its enormous flower
twirls in tandem with the light tail, painting the surroundings with gleaming hues, making it a
sight no creature in the Eternal Jungle wishes to miss.

Superpower: The Oxyflora's radiant tail is more than just a spectacle; it is a tool for
transformation. Those who get ensnared in its mesmerizing dance find their hearts softening,  
and their barriers breaking down. The tail's hypnotic sway instills in beings an enhanced
sense of compassion and love. As they leave the embrace of this radiant flora, they carry
forth a renewed spirit of kindness and unity.

As you wander the paths of the Eternal Jungle, you might be drawn to a dance of lights,
seemingly beckoning you closer. Let yourself be guided by this playful illumination, for it's
the Pheromonal Oxyflora inviting you to share in its embrace. Come closer, let the light
envelop you, and discover a gentler, more loving side of yourself. Through this luminescent
dance, the Oxyflora imparts the most sacred lesson of the jungle: love unconditionally and let
compassion be your guide.

 



Segmenta Reviviscus (The Healer) 
Latex, acrylic, mortar, faux fur, faux hair, mirror, gems, found objects 
11" x 40" x 12" 
not for sale



Segmenta Reviviscus (The Healer) 

Welcome the Segmenta Reviviscus, as you draw near, allow its affirmations to whisper truths
into your heart and let its healing tendrils rejuvenate your spirit. Dive deep into its story, and
you'll unearth lessons of resilience, hope, and transformation. 

Body: Nestled subtly within the undergrowth, the Segmenta Reviviscus stands as a testament
to resilience and rebirth. Its gleaming visage, once a fragment of the Binaural Lignophone,
rests serenely, beckoning those aware of its storied journey from the distant land of
ARTICA. From a fractured spine of the Reviviscus spring forth hair-like filaments, each
teeming with magical healing properties. 

Communication: The Reviviscus speaks solely in uplifting affirmations. Tailoring its
messages to resonate deeply with explorers, it crafts personalized words of encouragement
and hope. Every utterance from this entity is designed to heal, uplift, and guide those in its
presence toward a brighter outlook. 

Social Preferences: The Reviviscus holds a deep-rooted affinity for its progenitor, the
Binaural Lignophone. While it relishes interactions with explorers and the many beings of the
jungle, it feels most at peace when near its homebody. This bond underscores its existence,
reminding it of its origin and the intricate tapestry of interconnectedness in the Eternal
Jungle.

Energy Consumption: Drawing nutrients from the fertile soil, Segmenta Reviviscus thrives,
channeling the potent power of ARTICA's memories and the jungle's inherent vitality.

Mating: The Reviviscus holds a distinct peculiarity within the Eternal Jungle — it cannot
propagate. Born from a fragment of the Binaural Lignophone, its origin ensures it remains an
unparalleled entity, never able to reproduce or create others of its kind. This singularity
elevates its mystical status among the denizens of the jungle. 

Superpower: Its true marvel lies in the whisking of its healing tendrils. At the sight of a
wounded fellow, the pigtailed wisps teleport across dimensions, enveloping the wounded with
restorative herbs and elixirs. They don’t just heal; they metamorphose the wounded,
invigorating them with newfound strengths.

Oh seeker of mysteries, should you stumble upon this relic of resilience, take a moment to
bow and peer into its reflective face. In Segmenta Reviviscus, you won't just see a remnant
but an emblem of hope and rebirth. Let its tale be a beacon for all - that even in
fragmentation, there lies the potential for astonishing evolution.



Pigtalus Galactikinase (The Intergalactic Mailman) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, fabric, poly-fill, felt, faux fur, faux hair, found objects 
84" x 46" x 44" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Pigtalus Galactikinase (The Intergalactic Mailman) 

Welcome to the illustrious presence of the Pigtalus Galactikinase, a striking figure in the
tapestry of the Eternal Jungle. 

Body: Tall, well-poised, and commanding, the Galactikinase sports two exquisitely styled
pigtails, giving it an aura of regal eccentricity.

Communication: The Galactikinase takes inspiration from its protein kinase-like feet, as it
ferries messages, mail, and sacred correspondence from one creature to the next. This crucial
role makes it the postmaster of the jungle, ensuring the flow of information and maintaining
the interconnectedness of its inhabitants.

Social Preferences: The Galactikinase is a function of necessity; it interacts extensively with
others due to its messenger duties but prefers stoic independence in its free time, maintaining
a cosmic balance between communal duty and personal solitude.

Energy Consumption: The Galactikinase subsists on the ether of truth, drawing energy from
the authenticity of the messages it conveys. This unique form of sustenance intertwines with
its role as a messenger, reinforcing its commitment to truth and transparency.

Mating: The Galactikinase transcends traditional physical mating rituals. Instead, it births
younger versions of itself from the truth it consumes, with each offspring forming from the
crystallized essence of a timeless genuine message. In this unique manner, crucial information
is passed down through generations, ensuring the wisdom of the past informs the future of
the jungle.

Superpower: The omnipresent eyes at the center of each foot, gazing upwards through the
layers of sky and the cosmos, are the wellspring of its superpower. It's an intergalactic seer,
privy to the universal truth beyond our perceivable realms. As the Galactikinase traverses the
jungle, it carries with it an inescapable authenticity, a mirror to the universe's reality. This
ability to perceive truth makes it an invaluable ally for those seeking answers, providing a
reassuring presence in the labyrinth of existence.

Approach the Galactikinase with an open heart and a curious mind. If you're fortunate, it
might entrust you with a timeless message or invite you to share your own truths. Engage in
this unique exchange and become part of the living tapestry of knowledge that spans both
time and space within our jungle."

 



Duoverse Informantia (The Interdimensional Encyclopedia) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar, concrete, fabric, poly-fill, faux fur
57" x 24" x 18"
inquire for purchase/rental options



Duoverse Informantia (The Interdimensional Encyclopedia) 

Meet the Duoverse Informantia, the whimsical whisperer of parallel dimensions! As you
journey through the Eternal Jungle, let this delightful entity dazzle you with tales from
alternate realities, revealing the boundless possibilities of the cosmos in a captivating dance of
duality.

Body: The Informantia is crowned with dual headpieces, each glowing in an intense shade of
royal blue. This blue is offset by the soft halo of pink fur surrounding the main orifices. Their
gaze is far-reaching, spanning universes and dimensions, always searching, always absorbing.
Conjoined at their core, the two bodies of the Duoverse Informantia are a symphony of
shimmering purples and pinks. Adorning these bodies are tiny, sharp, pink spikes. Beneath
these spikes lies a vast reservoir of cosmic knowledge, a reflection of countless realms and
ancient truths.
 
Communication: The Duoverse Informantia converses using a mesmerizing blend of
bioluminescent patterns and ethereal vocal harmonies. Their expressions resonate with the
vastness of their knowledge, derived from the depths of cosmic conversations they hold with
distant entities.

Social Preferences: As emissaries of the multiverse, they stand apart in contemplative
solitude. Their profound insights and otherworldly wisdom have garnered immense respect
across the jungle, turning them into revered consultants during significant cosmic events.

Energy Consumption: Feeding on starlit fruits and pure cosmic energy, their nourishment
cycles often align with momentous astral events, tapping into the potent energies they release.

Mating: The union of two Informantias is a celestial spectacle, releasing cosmic energy that
synchronizes multiple universes momentarily. Their offspring inherit the rich tapestry of
multiversal knowledge, ensuring the continued guardianship of vast cosmic narratives.

Superpower: The large blue spiky protrusions on their heads are not just ornamental but
function as unparalleled cosmic antennae. They transmit and receive multiversal
communiqués, ensuring no cosmic event or knowledge eludes their grasp. However, their
most treasured ability lies in the tiny pink spikes that adorn their bodies. For those brave
enough to touch them, these spikes provide direct "downloads" of encyclopedic knowledge
spanning galaxies and epochs. This ethereal connection instantly grants visions of distant
realms, allowing beings to briefly transcend their earthhly bounds.

When in the presence of the majestic Duoverse Informantia, tread with reverence. The
knowledge they safeguard is vast, and by gently interacting with their pink spikes, you are
granted a unique opportunity: a direct conduit to the cosmos, a fleeting yet profound
connection with the entirety of existence. They stand as the junction of many worlds,
reminding us of the intricate interconnectedness of all beings and realms. Seek their wisdom,
and the universe might just unfold its secrets to you.



Pulsaric Harmoniphone (The Hall of Mirrors) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar, concrete, faux lashes, mirrors
45" x 21" x 18" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Body: The Harmoniphone’s tubular face is an enigmatic "hall of mirrors." Embedded within
are countless tiny eyes, each framed with a fringe of lashes. These aren't mere reflectors of
light but portals to souls. With every shared gaze, the creature becomes you, and you it,
intertwining identities in a dance of unity. Positioned at its core is a gentle wisp of blue hair,
almost ethereal in its beauty. This isn’t merely an adornment; it is a vessel of ancient
memories. Those who dare touch this wisp will find themselves enveloped by an otherworldly
aura, as reincarnations from the jungle's age-old spirits surge into their being.

To truly know oneself, explorers must muster the courage to approach the Pulsaric
Harmoniphone. Stand close, take a deep breath, and allow its hall of mirrors to reveal you in
a light previously unseen. It's an invitation to bravery, to glimpse your essence, and to emerge
with a renewed understanding of your inner universe. Embrace the challenge and witness
your reflection in a way you've never imagined.

Pulsaric Harmoniphone (The Hall of Mirrors) 

Delve into the mysterious depths of the Pulsaric Harmoniphone, a being of infinite mirrors
and boundless introspection. Here, every reflection is a soul's revelation, and every shared
gaze is a dance of unity. Dare to meet its eye, and you might just discover a universe within
yourself.

Communication: Through its myriad mirrored eyes, the Harmoniphone interacts in silent but
profound conversations. It exchanges emotions, memories, and desires without uttering a
word. As it observes and reflects, it bridges the gulf between individual existences.

Social Preferences: Though it appears solitary, the Harmoniphone is always in communion
with the many it has encountered. It is an evolving tapestry of souls, each one leaving an
indelible imprint.

Energy Consumption: By tapping into the shared experiences and histories of those it
encounters, the Harmoniphone sustains itself. It feeds on the collective consciousness,
preserving the jungle’s myriad tales.

Mating: For the Harmoniphone, mating is a transcendent ritual. Two beings converge,
melding their cache of souls, intertwining histories to birth progeny rich with the jungle’s
ancestral essence.

Superpower: The Pulsaric Harmoniphone is not just a mere entity but a doorway to
profound self-discovery. Through its mesmerizing hall of mirrors, any observer placing their
gaze close enough experiences an immediate flood of self-awareness. Each mirror is magically
attuned to delve into one's psyche, reflecting back layers of consciousness and insights,
allowing individuals to understand and embrace their truest selves.



Protogon Genesisphere (The God Molecule) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, faux fur, faux fauna 
43" x 30" x 18" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Protogon Genesisphere (The God Molecule) 

With echoes reminiscent of a world where the use of microbial vectors and genetic splicing
are the norm, this colossal entity is a nexus where ancient biology and future visions
intertwine. Like a vast magnified molecule, the Genesisphere stands as a testament to life's
uncharted possibilities and the potential for manipulating the very fabric of existence.

Body: Resembling a vast, amplified protein molecule, the Protogon Genesisphere radiates an
aura of pure potentiality. Its intricate folds and curls, appearing solid, are teeming with the
building blocks of life. From the nooks and crannies of this molecular marvel emerge
unprecedented flora and, in due time, fauna. The Genesisphere's surface is a tableau of rapid
evolution, as plant life burgeons and new critters come into being.

Communication: The Genesisphere sings - a sonorous hum that resonates with the cadence of
life unfolding. It isn't merely a sound, but a sonata of creation, an orchestra of birth, growth,
and metamorphosis.
 
Social Preferences: The Genesisphere is not merely a creator; it's a collective consciousness.
As it births new life forms, each entity, with its nascent consciousness, contributes back to the
Genesisphere's overarching awareness. This results in an intricate web of shared experiences
and emergent life, where each addition further refines and informs the whole. So engrossed in
its self-evolving tapestry, the Genesisphere often becomes oblivious to the external entities of
the jungle, prioritizing its monumental task of creation and evolution over interactions with
the outside world. 

Energy Consumption: The Genesisphere harnesses the latent energy released into the jungle
upon the demise of other entities. By channeling this residual life force, it seeds the genesis of
new beings. This cycle of consuming post-mortem energy ensures that nothing in the Eternal
Jungle truly ends; instead, it's transformed, given a new purpose and a fresh start. 

Mating: Traditional reproduction is not in the Genesisphere's lexicon. Its mechanism is an
enigmatic blend of design and destiny. Crafting and releasing entities, each iteration is
distinct, a novel blueprint in the vast library of life. 

Superpower: The ability of Intelligent Design. Acting as a living laboratory, the Genesisphere
is the epicenter of creation. In its inner chambers, it crafts organisms within its matrix,
releasing them as fully formed species, a petri dish of potential and precision that baffle even
the keenest minds.

Approach the Genesisphere with reverence and caution, for its unchecked evolutionary
prowess is both a gift and a potential peril. Should its designs ever threaten the equilibrium of
the jungle, the responsibility may fall upon those aware of its might to intervene. Until then,
we stand in awe of its magnificent capability, hoping that its creations only augment the
jungle's symphony of life.



Nebulophyta Mystica (The Otherworldly Gift) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, faux fur, fabric, poly-fill, paper clay, foam, planter 
64” x 24” x 12”
not for sale 



Nebulophyta Mystica (The Otherworldly Gift)

Hailing from distant, unknown realms, this remarkable entity is a cherished gift to the jungle.
Serving as a symbol of togetherness, it ensures that every creature within the verdant expanse
feels a comforting presence, warding off the chill of loneliness.

Body: Nestled within an earthbound planter stand, the Nebulophyta Mystica is an
enchanting spectacle of texture and color. Tubular leaves of ethereal purple, mystical
turquoise, and sunset orange create an ever-shifting tableau. At its heart rests a tactile, plush
bud, pulsating softly with each cosmic whisper it receives.

Communication: At its core, the Mystica emits a soft, hypnotic buzzing, a harmonic
frequency that reaches out, transcending dimensional barriers. This hum is its way of calling
out, maintaining a bond with its kin in the far-off universe it hails from. To the attuned ear,
the variations in this hum carry stories, emotions, and cryptic messages.

Social Preferences: A beacon in the jungle's myriad wonders, its oscillating buzz invites
curious souls, forging connections between worlds seen and unseen. Beings of the jungle are
often seen, lulled into a trance, deciphering the cosmic tales this plant has to share.

Energy Consumption: Drawing sustenance from ambient cosmic vibrations and the
emotional energy around it, the Mystica thrives best amidst heightened sentiments of
camaraderie, wonder, and exploration.

Mating: During its mysterious mating dance, the Mystica releases luminous, ethereal
filaments that ascend into the cosmos. These delicate strands, upon reaching their native
dimension, intertwine with those of another, creating radiant nexuses of light and energy,
birthing new celestial entities.

Superpower: More than just a marvel to behold, its true strength lies in its bonding power.
Ensuring that no creature in the vast jungle feels alone, the Mystica has honed a superpower
that addresses the heart's most basic yearning: connection. With an innate sense to detect and
reach out to those grappling with solitude, it envelops them with a presence of warmth and
understanding. Its plushy tendrils exude an energy that provides solace, while its core vibrates
with the rhythms of ancient songs of companionship. In a realm where the unusual is the
norm, this entity stands out for its rare ability to offer true friendship and closeness to all who
seek it.

Adventurous souls, as twilight envelops the jungle, let the cosmic hum of the Mystica guide
you. Join in its silent symphony, and perhaps, for a fleeting moment, bridge the chasm
between this world and another.  



Quantum Serpentvine (Vortex Viper: The Dimensional Jumper)  
Fabric, poly-fil, faux fur
8' to 16' (various sizes) 
not for sale



Quantum Serpentvine (The Vortex Viper: Timeline Jumper) 

Welcome the Quantum Serpentvine, an extraordinary inhabitant of the Eternal Jungle. This
entity manifests as a vibrant, tendril that fluently navigates between dimensions, blurring the
lines between observer and participant and establishing itself as a conduit of realities.

Body: Its body radiates a cosmic glow, with each color of the spectrum shimmering on its
iridescent hide. Yet it is clad in a supple, plush-like exterior that defies expectations, seeming
almost paradoxical in its texture. Touching it offers a pulsating connection that transcends
the physical realm, a surreal encounter with the fabric of existence itself.

Communication: The Quantum Serpentvine is an orchestra of resonance, reverberating
through the dimensions it inhabits. It speaks in the language of the universe, sending out
harmonic frequencies that convey emotions, creating a direct line of connection with
everything around it.

Social Preferences: The Quantum Serpentvine is an omnipresent extrovert, spanning every
surface, wall, and dimension with its vibrant presence. With an insatiable curiosity, it
constantly engages with its surroundings, intertwining and connecting with all forms of life.
Its ubiquitous nature allows it to be a central hub of communication, always eager to
exchange energies and information with the myriad entities of the jungle, making it a vital
nexus in the ecosystem's social network.

Energy Consumption: Sustenance for this creature derives from the energy particles in the
time-space continuum. It draws nutrients directly from the quantum threads, thriving on the
energy produced by the ceaseless expansion and contraction of the universe itself.

Mating: Mating rituals for this interdimensional creature are a spectacle of quantum
entanglement, a dance that unites and divides timelines, leading to the birth of a new
Quantum Serpentvine in a grand explosion of multidimensional existence.

Superpower: The Serpentvine’s remarkable ability is its deftness in manipulating quantum
strings, enabling it to leap across timelines with a fluidity that leaves spectators awestruck. Its
motion generates disturbances in the fabric of reality, triggering the formation of minuscule
portals that allow it to slip through the constraints of time and space.

In essence, the Quantum Serpentvine is not only a representative of the Eternal Jungle's
surreal vibe but also a testament to the boundless possibilities of existence, living proof of the
marvels that occur when theoretical science and the natural world intersect. 



The Gravitospore Helixanima (Jungle Stalactites)
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, paper clay, gypsum, faux fur
3' - 8'  (various sizes) 
see section “ceiling & wall hung” for details  



The Gravitospore Helixanima (Jungle Stalactites) 

Behold the Gravitospore Helixanima, the suspended sentinel of the Eternal Jungle. This
gentle being dances across the skies, looping and coiling in an ongoing performance of grace
and tranquility, a silent ode to the hidden blueprint of life.

Body: Like a DNA strand adrift in a petri dish of stardust, it spirals with grace and precision,
its serpentine body studded with tiny spiky spores that hang delicately in the low gravity
environment. Bathed in a glowing halo of ethereal luminescence, the Helixanima's jelly-like
world is a slow-motion ballet of celestial bodies. 

Communication: The Helixanima's preferred form of communication is through light pulses
emitted from its spore tips. These pulses modulate in a rhythmic pattern resembling a binary
code, allowing the Helixanima to engage in complex dialogues with its companions and the
flora and fauna beneath it.

Social Preferences: The Gravitospore Helixanima naturally form "gravitational gatherings,"
akin to terrestrial herds. These assemblies move as one, driven by a shared consciousness that
amplifies their capabilities. Their group dynamics not only ensure safety but also create a
captivating dance of synchronized spirals in the heart of the Eternal Jungle.

Energy Consumption: The Helixanima absorbs energy not through consumption of physical
matter, but through absorbing cosmic radiation, a testament to its alien-like existence. Its
twisted helical body acts as an antenna, drawing in ambient particles and converting them
into the sustenance it needs to survive. 

Mating: As the Helixanima loops and twists in the sky, the creature emits an array of spores
that float downwards and, upon reaching the ground, give rise to infant Helixanimas that rise
up to join their parent in the sky.

Superpower: The Helixanima is its inherent ability to influence gravity. Its DNA-like
structure allows it to bend and twist the laws of physics within its immediate environment,
creating a localized low-gravity zone around it. This ability gives the Helixanima unparalleled
control over its movements, creating an illusion of effortless elegance that is nothing short of
mesmerizing. A celestial artist painting with light and gravity, the Gravitospore Helixanima is
a truly magnificent marvel of the Eternal Jungle.

Welcome to a world where life dances in zero gravity, and DNA spirals loop to the beat of
the cosmos. Be careful, though; the tempting, spiky spores aren't simply ornamental. They
are repositories of this creature's essence, waiting to find a new host for propagation. Be
mindful not to disrupt the gentle creature’s tranquil rhythm as you navigate through the low-
gravity environment of the jellylike world.



Linguafolia universalis (The Tongue Vine: The Translator of the Jungle) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, fabric, poly-fill, faux fur, faux hair, found objects
102" x 13" x 13" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Body: At the base of the Tongue Vine, a vivid hot pink orifice bursts from the ground,
reminiscent of a blooming flower. From this portal, a serpentine vine emerges, its vibrant
green hue stark against the backdrop of the jungle. This vine doesn’t stop growing until it
reaches the very pinnacle of the jungle, touching the sunlit canopy above. Along its length,
delicate petals unfurl, revealing small, nimble tongues of various sizes and shapes.

Upon encountering the Tongue Vine, treat it with the utmost respect. It's not just a plant, but
the heart of communication in the jungle. If you’re lost in translation, simply reach out and
touch one of its many tongues, and let the vine do the talking. Thanks to the Tongue Vine,
unity and peace reign in the jungle, proving that understanding is the first step to harmony.

Linguafolia Universalis (The Tongue Vine: The Translator of the Jungle) 

For every traveler who has ever felt the sting of misunderstanding, the Linguafolia offers a
moment of clarity. Step closer, and let the vines of universal translation envelop you in a
chorus of understanding. Welcome, where every word finds its meaning.

Communication: The real magic lies within these tongues. Each one acts as a universal
translator, deciphering sounds and converting them to understandable speech. Creatures
from across the universe come to the Tongue Vine, finding common ground amidst its
tendrils.

Social Preferences: The vine acts as the peacekeeper of the jungle, drawing beings from all
walks of life. It's the meeting point for intergalactic councils and local disputes alike.

Energy Consumption: Absorbing nutrients from the rich soil, it thrives on sunlight that filters
through the canopy. But its true sustenance? The myriad of conversations and stories it hears
and translates every day.

Mating: The Tongue Vine doesn’t require traditional reproduction. Every story it translates,
every emotion it feels, gives birth to a new petal, a new tongue, further expanding its reach.

Superpower: Universal Translation. The tongues can bridge the gaps between the vast array
of languages spoken in the jungle and beyond. Touching a tongue and speaking into it will
relay your words in the dialect of the listener, and vice versa.



Levitofloral Recyclis (The Recycling Roomba) 
Fabric, poly-fill, faux fur, faux hair, yarn 
102" x 15" x 12" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Levitofloral Recyclis (The Recycling Roomba) 

Floating gracefully among the treetops, this entity captures the essence of life's cyclical dance.
Its roots, daintily hovering, siphon both past memories and today's energy, weaving them
into tomorrow's dreams. 

Body: Situated at the apex of its vine-like physique, a luminous flower radiates with colors
that shimmer and shift based on sunlight's whims. However, this spectacle is more than just
visual delight. It operates as a sophisticated conversion chamber, where gathered remnants
undergo transformative processes. A mesmerizing feature of the Levitofloral Recyclis is its
base, which, contrary to usual plant behavior, hovers above the ground. From this floating
base, slender strands of soft pink fuzz extend downwards, gently grazing the jungle floor.
These delicate tendrils have a dual purpose. They act as sensory extensions, feeling the world
around them, and more importantly, they meticulously sweep the jungle floor, collecting
discarded remnants and channeling them up to the transformation bloom.

Communication: Instead of traditional vocalizations or signs, the Recyclis expresses itself via
mild harmonic waves. Approaching creatures experience these as gentle vibratory nudges, a
resonance that often fosters feelings of tranquility and unity.

Social Preferences: This entity seldom finds itself alone. The Jungle's inhabitants frequently
gather around, some captivated by its hovering elegance, while others seek the rejuvenating
"jungle bits" it bestows.

Energy Consumption: The radiant bloom not only processes waste but is adept at
photosynthesis, drawing energy from sunbeams. Simultaneously, the gathered remnants
provide essential nutrients, making the Recyclis an epitome of sustainable living.

Mating: The Recyclis awaits specific moon alignments to release its seeds. These airborne
vessels traverse the skies, and given the right nurturing spot, may give rise to another gravity-
defying marvel.

Superpower: The Recyclis possesses a peculiar aptitude for transmuting discarded jungle
detritus into  "jungle bits." These aren't just recycled fragments; they're crystallized enigmas
brimming with the esoteric essence of the jungle's undercurrents. Within the sprawling,
kaleidoscopic narrative of the jungle, these fragments serve as surreal anchors, perpetually
reshaping the boundaries between decay, regeneration, and the interconnected fates of all
entities.

If you dare to venture close, the Recyclis extends an unspoken invitation. Engage with its
levitating dance, decipher the stories encapsulated in its "jungle bits," and perhaps even
glimpse the cyclical riddles of existence. Embrace the challenge and be ready to traverse the
thin veil separating the familiar from the fantastical!



JellyFlutter (The Dream Weaver)  
Yarn, fabric, poly-fill, faux fur, felt, found objects 
3' - 7' (various sizes) 
see section “ceiling & wall hung” for details  



JellyFlutter (The Dream Weaver)   

Gently floating amidst the jungle canopy is the elusive JellyFlutter, the luminous guardian of
dreams. A beacon of tranquility and the sublime, this entity resonates with the whispered
tales of the subconscious, guiding dreamers into vast, undiscovered realms of their own
psyche.

Body: With a radiant, translucent body that resembles the soft luminescence of a deep-sea
jellyfish, the JellyFlutter doesn't have a defined head or face. Instead, its core emits a faint,
calming glow. From this core dangle delicate, ethereal tentacles, almost gossamer in
appearance, that reach out and gently caress those deemed worthy of its dreamy embrace.

Communication: JellyFlutter communicate exclusively through telepathy but not as we know
it. It taps directly into the dream state, sending intricate, layered messages to dreamers,
guiding them, teaching them, and sometimes merely offering solace. It's a language of
feelings, images, and sensations rather than words.

Social Preferences: JellyFlutters thrive in the companionship of their kin. Rarely found alone,
they journey in dynamic packs, known as 'dream clusters'. Within these clusters, intricate
patterns of interaction unfold as they weave through the skies. Each JellyFlutter contributes
to the collective rhythm, ensuring they tap into the vast dreamscape of the jungle. 

Energy Consumption: This entity feeds on the very essence of dreams, drawing sustenance
from the feelings, insights, and revelations that they provide. When a dream is particularly
profound or enlightening, the JellyFlutter absorbs a fragment of its energy, glowing brighter
in gratitude.

Mating: When the season arrives, clusters come together in a grand convergence. Their
dance, more than just a physical act, is a shared dream sequence. Partners exchange vivid
dreams and hopes, selecting mates based on the depth and resonance of these shared visions.
Once paired, two JellyFlutters intertwine their tentacles, enveloping each other in a luminous
embrace. From this union, new JellyFlutters are dreamt into existence, already imbued with
the collective wisdom of their forebears.

Superpower: The ability of the JellyFlutter to induce lucid dreaming in those below is
unparalleled. By merely draping its tentacles over a being, it grants them clarity in dreams,
allowing them to not only recall their dreams upon waking but to control and direct their
dreams while asleep, discovering hidden truths and unlocking latent potentials.
 
Dreamers, seekers, and those yearning for self-awareness, venture beneath the hovering
embrace of the JellyFlutter. Let its tender touch unlock the doorways of your mind, guiding
you through the maze of your subconscious. Here, in the dream realm, every whisper of
thought, every flicker of emotion, takes on profound meaning. Embrace the dream, and let
the JellyFlutter show you the boundless realms of your own soul.



Olfactophorus Bondus (The Matchmaker) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, paper clay, gypsum, faux fur, faux fauna, felt
24" x 13" x 24" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Olfactophorus Bondus (The Matchmaker) 

In the lush expanse of our bioluminescent jungle stands a biological marvel of evolutionary
design. At the intersection of science and magic, the Olfactophorus Bondus operates on the
principles of evolutionary biology and olfaction to determine possible mating compatibilities
amongst the jungle's inhabitants.

Body: The Bondus takes the form of a levitating orb with a gradient of fluorescent colors
ranging from chlorophyll green to vibrant crimson. Its surface is punctuated with
pheromonal biosensors – dark green, spike-like protrusions that are biologically attuned to
detect specific chemical signals. A petal-laden orifice on one side contrasts with a leaf-framed
entry on the opposite, each designed to closely align with the olfactory systems of various
jungle beings.

Communication: Bondus communicates solely based on scent. Whether it’s signaling positive
mate compatibility, expressing its needs, or sharing information, every scent tells a tale. These
aromas, complex and layered, can be discerned and interpreted only by those who have taken
the time to understand their olfactory language. Over time, creatures of the jungle have
learned to decode these scents, using them as guidelines for their interactions with the Bondus
and with one another.

Social Preferences: Bondus, in its pursuit of precise mate pairing, maintains a stance of
absolute neutrality. It refrains from forming biases or preferences, ensuring an unbiased
analysis based on the intricate dance of pheromones. 

Energy Consumption: The Bondus primarily derives its energy from ambient organic
compounds, processing them into bio-luminescent energy. Additionally, the emotional
energies of anticipation and connection from nearby beings provide a supplementary source
of sustenance.

Mating: The Bondus, though a vivid presence in this jungle dimension, originates from a
realm far beyond our comprehension. Its reproductive cycle is intertwined with the cosmic
laws of its home dimension. Mating, for the Bondus, is an event reserved for its return to that
ethereal plane. In the jungle, it focuses solely on its role as a matchmaker, keeping its own
reproductive mysteries safely guarded until its eventual return home.   

Superpower: By analyzing pheromonal exchanges, it can predict potential mating pairs that
would lead to offspring with optimal advantages and mates with endless harmony. 
 
If you dare to delve into the mysteries of compatibility and olfactory destiny, place your head
gently into Bondus's fragrant embrace. As you immerse yourself in the ombre glow, listen
closely. If the sacred chime of the Bondus resonates, know that a potential mate, perfectly
attuned to your very essence, might be nearby. Will you heed the call?



Herbivore Hovermaw (The Horticulturist) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, paper clay, gypsum, faux fur 
15" x 14" x 17" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Herbivore Hovermaw (The Horticulturist) 

Welcome the Herbivore Hovermaw who stands out for its unique role and eccentric form.
Far from a fearsome visage, this vast, floating mouth is the unsung hero, the artisan gardener
ensuring the verdant growth flourishes in perfect harmony.

Bod: The Hovermaw is primarily characterized by its colossal mouth, endowed with soft,
fuzzy lips and a multitude of gentle, tooth-like structures that wouldn't harm even the tiniest
of creatures. Surrounding its lips are whisker-like tendrils, serving as sensors. These tendrils
aid the Hovermaw in identifying which plants and flora require pruning.

Communication: It produces resonating hums and vibrations to express its moods and needs.
It’s believed these sounds are in tune with the growth cycles of plants, a symphony of nature's
rhythms.

Social Preferences: The Hovermaw constantly moves around, ever-alert for the opportunity
to sculpt and shape the terrain, ensuring every plant has its place under the sun.

Energy Consumption: Solely a herbivore, its diet consists of overgrown leaves, decaying
plants, and flowers past their prime. By doing so, it not only sustains itself but also makes
way for new growth, recycling the old into energy for its endless gardening tasks.

Mating: The Hovermaw's mating ritual is as unique as its design sensibilities. When two
Hovermaw entities find a mutual appreciation for each other's distinct flair of design and
creativity, they're drawn to one another. Instead of the conventional reproductive process,
these beings engage in a mesmerizing dance, where they slowly merge and morph into a
singular, more potent entity. This union embodies a fusion of their combined aesthetic senses
and design prowess, ensuring that the jungles continue to flourish under the careful design
hand of a newly formed Hovermaw.

Superpower: Possessing an innate aesthetic sense, the Herbivore Hovermaw is the jungle's
master designer. It uses its formidable size and ability to detect the slightest imbalance in the
environment, creating spaces that optimize tranquility and growth. It's not just about
consumption, but a dance of creation, reshaping the jungle into pockets of Feng Shui
perfection.

Do not be startled by the sight of the magnificent Hovermaw. Approach with appreciation
for its art, and you might just be fortunate enough to witness it in action, sculpting serenity
from chaos. And if you have a plant in need of expert trimming, well, you know who to call!



Empathic Mirrorglow (The Love Plant) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar, concrete, faux fur, mirrors 
27" x 20" x 20"  
inquire for purchase/rental options



Empathic Mirrorglow (The Love Plant)  

Behold the Empathic Mirrorglow, a reincarnation of past life now blooming in the heart of
the Eternal Jungle. Adorned in dazzling neon hues of orange and red, this creature stands as
a living beacon of love and empathy. Its mirrored surfaces symbolize the shared emotional
bond between all beings, while its heart-shaped form amplifies its intrinsic connection to love.

Body: The Mirrorglow has an innate ability to foster deeper connections. Its mirrors are
more than shiny surfaces; they are empathic resonators, reflecting and amplifying the
emotions of those who approach them. 

Communication: The Mirrorglow communicates by reflecting and refracting light off its
mirrors, creating a kaleidoscope of luminous signals that traverse the jungle. These dazzling
bursts of color carry messages of love, unity, and empathy, reaching out to every being within
the Eternal Jungle.

Social Preferences: The Empathic Mirrorglow, true to its name, is drawn to empathic
interactions. It thrives in the company of other creatures, its mirrored surfaces reflecting their
emotions and experiences, nurturing a profound sense of interconnectedness.

Energy Consumption: The Mirrorglow harnesses its energy from sunlight, which it stores and
utilizes for nourishment. However, it's the emotional energy the Mirrorglow feeds on that
truly sustains it. With its heart-shaped mouth wide open, it absorbs love and empathy from
its surroundings, only to multiply and reflect it back.

Mating: During its spectacular mating ritual, the Mirrorglow amplifies and reflects the love it
has absorbed, creating a breathtaking display of radiant light. The resulting wave of
emotional energy materializes into a new Empathic Mirrorglow, born out of the love and
empathy shared.

Superpower: The Mirrorglow's incredible ability lies in its power to absorb and reflect
empathy. By amplifying the shared love and unity among the beings of the Eternal Jungle, it
promotes harmony and mutual understanding within the ecosystem, reinforcing the collective
emotional fabric of its world.

The Empathic Mirrorglow is the manifestation of your exploration into empathy and the
interconnectedness of all life. Through its empathic reflections, it fosters emotional
connections between different lifeforms, real or imagined, echoing the commonality of DNA
that binds all life. Encounter the Mirrorglow with an open heart and mind, allow yourself to
be seen, and witness the transformative power of empathy. Engaging with the Empathic
Mirrorglow is an opportunity for emotional catharsis, a reminder of our interconnectedness,
and an experience of shared emotional existence. The love you give to the Jungle is mirrored
back to you, perpetuating an infinite cycle of shared emotional energy.



Sensoryum Playfloria (The Sensory Play Plant) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, paper clay, gypsum, fabric, poly-fill, faux fur, faux fauna, felt, found
objects, 36" x 28" x 16" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



Sensoryum Playfloria (The Sensory Plant) 

Marvel at the myriad of textures. From patches of the silkiest smoothness to areas of
delightful fuzziness, and zones of tickling softness, this entity is a tactile treasure trove
waiting to be discovered. Every interaction promises a kaleidoscope of sensations, and every
moment with it is an invitation to touch, feel, and revel in the wonder of sensory exploration.

Body: Reflecting every shade imaginable, its face shimmers with playful curiosity. Floofers
emerge from its crown as multicolored tendrils. Instead of static feelers, these floofers morph
into various sensory wands, each finely tuned to engage with the world in delightful and
mysterious ways. Its base is close to the ground and cushioned with adaptive fronds that
harmonize with the forest floor, sensing every tremor and vibration.

Communication: Playfloria communicates not with words but with a ballet of sensory
experiences. Its tendrils transform, offering whispers of sound, gusts of fragrance, or gentle
waves of tactile sensations, depending on its jungle companion's preference.

Social Preferences: A favorite among the jungle inhabitants, Sensoryum loves orchestrating
playful interactions, creating moments of shared wonder, and amplifying the beauty of the
immediate environment through its ever-changing sensory wands.

Energy Consumption: Drawing from the ambient energies of the jungle, Sensoryum thrives
on the collective joy and fascination of its fellow creatures. Each shared moment fuels its next
delightful interaction.

Mating: Unique in its design, Sensoryum doesn't partake in traditional reproduction. Crafted
from the wonders of the jungle itself, it exists without the pull of biology, resembling a
natural automaton, both magical and intricate.

Superpower: Playfloria wields the exceptional power of sensory tranquility. Harnessing its
diverse tapestry of textures, it intuitively offers the perfect sensory experience to calm and
comfort any jungle being in distress. Whether a creature is trapped in a whirlwind of anxiety
or ensnared in the grip of fear, a moment with the Playfloria is all it takes to infuse a gentle
wave of peace and serenity, restoring balance and harmony to the troubled soul. 

Extend your hand, let your fingers dance upon its surface, and embark on a tactile journey
unlike any other. Each touch is a narrative, each sensation a story. Delve deep, lose yourself
and uncover the myriad mysteries held within its embrace. This is not just a creature; it's a
sensory symphony awaiting your participation.



The Trifacium Geosage (The Wise One) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, faux fur, found objects, gems, faux fauna, fiber optic light 
33" x 12" x 10" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



The Trifacium Geosage (The Wise One) 

Gaze upon the enigma that is the Trifacium Geosage. A timeless riddle in stone, this
seemingly inanimate entity challenges the very notions of life as we understand it. 

Body: Encrusted with mineralized features mimicking three mask-like faces, this sentient
rocky formation awakens the curiosity in any explorer of the Eternal Jungle. Its highest skull
is adorned with an assembly of luminescent sensory receptors, emanating an ethereal glow, a
visual testament to its energy sharing capabilities.

Communication: Silent yet profound, the Trifacium Geosage communicates through energy
vibrations transmitted via its glowing receptors. Its message ripples outwards in waves of
invisible energy, resonating with the attuned and perceptive beings in the vicinity.

Social Preferences: Exhibiting a solitary existence, the Trifacium Geosage thrives in quiet
corners of the jungle. However, its solitary nature belies its integral role as a beacon of
wisdom and energy within the interconnected network of jungle life.

Energy Consumption: Absorbing solar and geological energy, the Trifacium Geosage is a
litho-photoautotroph. Its rocky composition draws minerals and energy from the earth, while
its luminescent receptors harness the sun's radiant power.

Mating: Unfettered by physical reproduction, the Trifacium Geosage propagates through a
unique process of geolithogenesis. It shares its energy with nearby rock formations,
transforming them over centuries into new Geosages, a testament to the unique evolutionary
paths life can take.

Superpower: The Trifacium Geosage is a reservoir of ancient wisdom and knowledge. As an
observer of countless cycles of life, death, and rebirth in the Eternal Jungle, its understanding
of existence is beyond comprehension. Its wisdom is its superpower, guiding and influencing
the rhythms and harmonies of jungle life.

In the presence of the Trifacium Geosage, dear explorer, respect the silence, feel the energy,
and embrace the wisdom it has to offer. Let your curiosity guide your exploration but
remember: the Geosage sees and knows all, offering lessons hidden within its rocky
countenance. In its silence lies wisdom.

 



Luminal Spiritus Flora (The Soul-Keeper)
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, faux fur, felt, fabric, disco light 
11" x 23" x 23"
not for sale 



Luminal Spiritus Flora (The Soul-Keeper)

Bridging ancient galaxies, where the boundaries of time and space blur, the Luminal Spiritus
Flora is more than a mere plant—it's a radiant archive of celestial memories. Each petal
pulses with the energy of distant stars, and every scent carries tales of astral journeys. As you
approach, feel the universe's wonder distilled in this single, glowing bloom. 

Body: A concave, shimmering, flower-like structure that glistens with a luminescence unlike
any other in the jungle. If you peer closely, each point of light reflects the visage of a spirit
from times past.

Communication: As you stand close, you might feel gentle whispers in your ears. This is the
collective wisdom of eons, conveyed to you by the spirits within, each seeking to share its
story or provide guidance.

Social Preferences: Although the Spiritus Flora stands alone in its role, it is deeply communal
in nature. Acting as a bridge between realms, this luminous flora readily offers age-old
insights from the spirits to all respectful seekers. Many approach not just for a connection to
the past, but for the invaluable knowledge and guidance it generously bestows."

Energy Consumption: Drawing its sustenance from the memories and energies of the spirits it
shelters, as well as from the starlight that pierces the jungle canopy, it thrives at the nexus of
life and death.

Mating: As souls pass on and reincarnate, new spirits who depart from their corporeal forms
are drawn to the Luminal Spiritus Flora to contribute their energies.

Superpower: Holding a record of every soul that has taken a temporary respite within its
confines, the Luminal Spiritus Flora is a living container of wisdom, experiences, and ancient
secrets. When an explorer touches its surface, they might momentarily connect with a soul
from the past, benefiting from its experiences and knowledge.

As you trek across the jungle floor, you may be drawn to the mystifying glow of the Luminal
Spiritus Flora. Take off any shoes or boots and tread softly, for you are approaching a sacred
archive of existence. As you crouch beside this magnificent beacon, close your eyes and reach
out a hand. You might just feel the brush of a spirit, seeking to share its tale or simply convey
its warmth. Remember, as you leave, to offer gratitude to this remarkable guardian of souls
and bearer of history. 



Hypno Palmlet (The Key to Your Subconscious) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, paper clay, gypsum, foam faux fur, faux fauna, fabric, poly-fil, gems
48" x 33" x 33" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



 Hypno Palmlet (The Key to Your Subconscious) 

The Hypno Palmlet stands as a beacon of vibrant intrigue. Don't be deceived by its modest
size; the smallest wonders often hold the most profound enchantments.

Body: The Palmlet sports a miniature palm-like silhouette, firmly rooted in a glistening base
of cerulean slime. Adorning its pinnacle are soft, vibrant sprouts of pink and orange,
reminiscent of tropical fruits. These plush protrusions house a captivating elixir, set to be
released as a mesmerizing mist.

Communication: Though it lacks vocal cords, the Palmlet communicates its desires through
hypnotic mists, each swirl a whisper of intent.

Social Preferences: Preferring tranquility, the Palmlet is often found in the quieter nooks of
the jungle, a silent sentinel waiting for those with a heart full of curiosity.

Energy Consumption: Anchored in nutrient-dense slime, it not only draws sustenance from
this lustrous base but is also invigorated when entities embark on deep trance-like journeys,
gaining strength from the profound discoveries they uncover.

Mating: The cycle of the Palmlet is a marvel in itself. As the jungle's rhythm ebbs and flows,
the slime from which it emerges divides in a manner reminiscent of a fertilized cell. However,
for this miraculous division to occur, it must be nurtured with the precise measure of
unconscious desire present in the surrounding environment. Only then does it give life to a
new Hypno Palmlet. 

Superpower: From the vibrant, fruit-like extensions on its head, a unique, potent elixir is
produced. When released, it transforms into a hypnotic mist. This mist offers those who
breathe it in a doorway to the corridors of their subconscious, allowing them to journey and
potentially alter their innermost beliefs.

Draw close if you dare to unlock and explore your inner world. But tread with care, for its
allure is more than mere aesthetics. Only approach when your soul is prepared for profound
self-reflection.



Senesflora Temporagift (Pollinator of Time)  
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, found objects, faux fur, felt, fabric, vinyl 
56" x 26" x 8" 
not for sale  



 Senesflora Temporagift (Pollinator of Time)  

Welcome the venerable Senesflora Temporagift, a true marvel of nature that intertwines the
essence of time with the world of flora. This monumental entity is not only a wonder to
behold but a testament to the alchemy of life and the vortex of time.

Body: The base of the Temporagift is robust and thickly ensconced in an array of verdant
leaves. Ascending from this solid foundation is an elongated, slender stalk. Its height is
accentuated by occasional sprouts of opulent fur and a vibrant parade of flowers at irregular
intervals. Over time, and perhaps as a price for its benevolent gifts, the stem leans, a nod to
the weight of ages it carries. 

Communication:Unlike many of its jungle peers, the Temporagift is deaf to audible calls.
Instead, it's hyper-sensitive to the dance of light and its varied patterns. Its primary method
of interaction is through perceiving and interpreting the delicate ballet of shifting
luminosities. In turn, the Temporagift responds with a subtle, bioluminescent glow
emanating from the very tip of its pollinator, creating a silent yet poignant conversation in
radiant hues.

Social Preferences: This plant stands as the grand socialite of the jungle. Its generous nature
and life-giving abilities have made it a favorite amongst both plant and animal inhabitants.
Many approach it not only for its gifts but to revel in its age-old tales and stories.

Energy Consumption: Relying heavily on the jungle's sunlight, it absorbs solar energy and
converts it into nourishment. It also engages in a beautiful symbiotic relationship with
surrounding flora and fauna, receiving nutrients in exchange for the benefits it offers.

Mating: As the Temporagift grants life's extensions, it deposits small seed capsules into
willing recipients. When the conditions are ripe, these seeds take over the host’s body and
sprout new Temporagift saplings.

Superpower: By sharing its essence, it grants longevity to those it deems in need. However,
with every gift, the Temporagift leans slightly more, surrendering a part of its structural
integrity to share its magnanimous offerings.

With open leaves and a bounty of time's essence, the Temporagift beckons you closer.
Approach with reverence, for in its presence, you stand at the confluence of the past, present,
and future. But remember, every gift comes with a story; listen intently, and you may just
become a part of its grand narrative.



Polarity Pulsar (The Weather Machine) 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar, farbric, poly-fill
24" x 17" x 17" 
inquire for purchase/rental options



 Polarity Pulsar (The Weather Machine) 

Meet the Polarity Pulsar, a testament that appearances often belie purpose. Though its form
may elicit caution, its intent is the harmonious weaving of the jungle's energetic tapestry.

Body: Cloaked in a rough exterior, the Pulsar stands with spikes that seem to pierce the very
ether. These spikes, resembling needle-like pillars, are conduits for the magnetic energies they
wield. Beneath the spines lies a smoother, metallic surface that pulses softly with an inner
light, an indicator of the immense energy within.

Communication: The Pulsar is unique in its solitude. It neither seeks nor offers
communication. Instead, it exists in its realm, focusing intently on the energies of the world,
working silently to keep the jungle's balance.

Social Preferences: Solitary by nature and necessity, the Pulsar stands as the lone sentinel of
magnetic harmony. Its very purpose requires it to be detached, to impartially monitor and
modulate without forming bonds that might sway its duties.

Energy Consumption: Drawing from the electromagnetic fields it shapes, the Pulsar sustains
itself by absorbing stray electric charges, feeding on the very forces it modulates, existing in a
perpetual cycle of giving and receiving.

Mating: Mystery shrouds the Pulsar's reproductive processes. Legends whisper of rare cosmic
events where Pulsars synchronize their energies, birthing new entities into existence, though
no one has witnessed such a phenomenon.

Superpower: The Pulsar is the jungle's meteorologist, albeit not in the way we understand. By
tuning into the electromagnetic forces, it aligns them to create ideal weather conditions. Its
mastery over magnetism isn't just for show—it's the very mechanism ensuring every sunbeam,
every drop of rain, and every gust of wind is perfectly orchestrated for the well-being of the
jungle.

Approach the Pulsar with respect and awe, not fear. While it may not communicate, its very
existence speaks volumes. Here stands a chance to understand the profound lesson of looking
beyond the surface, recognizing that even the most intimidating facades might just be
guarding the most harmonious of hearts.



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past)
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
3"- 16" (various sizes) 
see section “Ancient Astral Artifacts” for details  



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past)

Origins: Deep within the tapestry of the jungle's history lie the Ancient Astral Artifacts.
These artifacts are believed to have descended from celestial realms, predating even the oldest
of the jungle's tales. Their luminescent sheen and otherworldly structure bear testament to
origins far beyond our comprehension.

Significance to the Jungle: The Ancient Astral Artifacts serve as a bridge between the
primordial universe and the current evolving world of the jungle. Their presence symbolizes a
continuum of knowledge, intertwining the past's mystic truths with the jungle's living essence.
Their mysterious shimmering glow at night has been a beacon for countless generations of
creatures, leading them to places of safety, sources of sustenance, and occasionally to portals
of other dimensions.

Guardians of Knowledge: The artifacts are more than just relics; they are guardians of
ancient knowledge. Legends speak of certain enlightened beings who, upon making a deep
connection with an artifact, have been able to access its reservoir of wisdom. This knowledge,
spanning eons, includes the secrets of the universe, the laws of nature, and tales of
civilizations long forgotten.

Influence on the Jungle's Evolution: Over millennia, these astral relics have subtly influenced
the jungle's very essence. Their silent, magnetic pull has shaped migratory patterns, instigated
the blooming of once-a-century flowers, and even realigned waterways.

Though silent and stoic, the artifacts are not entirely passive. They resonate with the energy
and emotions of the jungle's creatures, often amplifying positive energies during times of
harmony and damping down chaotic energies in turbulent times. This synergy ensures a
certain balance, a dance of emotional energy that keeps the jungle thriving.
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Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past)

Origins: Deep within the tapestry of the jungle's history lie the Ancient Astral Artifacts.
These artifacts are believed to have descended from celestial realms, predating even the oldest
of the jungle's tales. Their luminescent sheen and otherworldly structure bear testament to
origins far beyond our comprehension.

Significance to the Jungle: The Ancient Astral Artifacts serve as a bridge between the
primordial universe and the current evolving world of the jungle. Their presence symbolizes a
continuum of knowledge, intertwining the past's mystic truths with the jungle's living essence.
Their mysterious shimmering glow at night has been a beacon for countless generations of
creatures, leading them to places of safety, sources of sustenance, and occasionally to portals
of other dimensions.

Guardians of Knowledge: The artifacts are more than just relics; they are guardians of
ancient knowledge. Legends speak of certain enlightened beings who, upon making a deep
connection with an artifact, have been able to access its reservoir of wisdom. This knowledge,
spanning eons, includes the secrets of the universe, the laws of nature, and tales of
civilizations long forgotten.

Influence on the Jungle's Evolution: Over millennia, these astral relics have subtly influenced
the jungle's very essence. Their silent, magnetic pull has shaped migratory patterns, instigated
the blooming of once-a-century flowers, and even realigned waterways.

Though silent and stoic, the artifacts are not entirely passive. They resonate with the energy
and emotions of the jungle's creatures, often amplifying positive energies during times of
harmony and damping down chaotic energies in turbulent times. This synergy ensures a
certain balance, a dance of emotional energy that keeps the jungle thriving.



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past)- Openness 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, paper clay, fabric 
8" x 12" x 16" 
$520



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Perseverance
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
8" x 14" x 14" 
$420



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Visionary
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
8" x 10" x 11" 
$320



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Humility 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
9" x 7" x 6" 
$320



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Sincerity 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
10" x 8" x 7" 
$320



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Passion
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
7" x 10" x 8" 
$280



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Generosity
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
7" x 9" x 9" 
$280



Ancient Astral Artifact (Relics Echoing Wisdom of the Past) - Courage 
Resin, acrylic, epoxy, gypsum, mortar 
5" x 7" x 7" 
$220


